
Get sorted 
before talking 
to a builder.

Don't build somebody else’s dream... 
build yours

SAVE
tens of thousands.

FREE
service to you.

QUALITY
design & build.

EXPERT
build brokers.



If you want to build a home truly unique to you, at 
a guaranteed competitive price, with high quality 
workmanship, then you need to be talking to us 
at My Build Sorted. 

Get sorted before talking  
to a builder.

We’re an independent, unbiased building 
brokerage service designed to partner you,  
our valued home-building client, with the  
perfect builder.

At My Build Sorted we have your best interests at heart.  
We know that one size certainly doesn’t fit all.

Our partnership with a great network of building professionals 
and quality suppliers means we can ensure you will receive a 
strong and effective service, with improved energy efficiency 
options available. Our comprehensive market knowledge also 
means we can help you make an informed decision.

Independent
We’re brokers, not 
builders, and we 
work for you.

Unbiased
Benefit from our 
extensive knowledge 
and honest advice.

Transparent
No hidden costs, 
no nasty surprises.

0800 BEST PRICE ( 0800 237 877 )



Competitive 
pricing

We assist you to develop a comprehensive 
brief, an individual plan and a quality specification 
all designed with you, your site and your budget  
in mind.
No matter the size, style or energy efficiency 
requirements of your home, our mission is to ensure 
your home is built to the highest standard at the 
most competitive market price.

From conception to completion, you’ll enjoy 
creativity and continuity thanks to the direct 
connection between you, your home designer 
and our builders. Our teams are cohesive and 
committed, with one common goal: to get your 
build sorted.

info@mybuildsorted.co.nz

mybuildsorted.co.nz

My Build Sorted 
is not another 
imitation building 
company; we’re 
all about industry 
innovation.

Build a home 
unique to you

High quality 
workmanship

Printed on 100% recyclable paper stock

Energy efficient 
homes

From an initial meeting where 
we can learn about each other, 
through to building a realistic 
timeline for delivery of your  
new home project.

We establish your build 
budget and discuss finance 
requirements.

This stage begins with meeting 
and briefing your independent 
home designer and selecting 
your interior specification with 
your personal Build Sorter.

Whether we design your home 
in-house or find an external 
designer, you can be assured of 
a quality design that meets your 
individual requirements.

We help you to select your 
independent builder and 
commence construction.  
We visit your site regularly  
to assess progress.

Pack your bags,  
it’s moving day… 
your build is sorted.

Planning Design Build

Three simple stages
To keep things simple, we’ve broken our process down into three stages. To help you  
understand what these stages mean, they can be broadly defined as planning, design and build. 



Answer: All prices are correct! 
My Build Sorted get multiple prices to ensure you get the right price 
for your new home. Avoid paying too much for your new home by 
using My Build Sorted’s revolutionary pricing system.

service to 
you.

tens of 
thousands.

design & 
build.

build  
brokers.

SAVE FREE QUALITY EXPERT

Independent Unbiased Transparent

Question: Which price is right?
1.  724,599.21

2.  742,666.42

3.  757,780.45

4.  779,152.72

5.  794,648.13

1.  332,978.45

2.  342,862.36

3.  351,552.89

4.  385,068.83

5.  385,893.93 

0800 BEST PRICE ( 0800 237 877 )mybuildsorted.co.nz


